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The goal of the talk is to discuss constructing of composition factors with certain special
properties in restrictions of modular irreducible representations of classical algebraic groups to
subsystem subgroups with two simple components. We shall deal with factors that are in a certain
sense big enough (or not too small) for both components of a subgroup under consideration. The
existence of such factors yield eﬀective tools for solving a number of questions, in particular, for
ﬁnding or estimating various parameters of the images of individual elements in representations
of such groups, and not only for elements of relevant subsystem subgroups. Often the analysis of
restrictions to subsystem subgroups with several simple components yields a useful information
that, probably, cannot be obtained if we deal with simple subsystem subgroups only. It was
A.E. Zalesskii who has drawn the author’s attention to investigating restrictions of representations
of simple algebraic groups to non-simple subsystem subgroups. In a joint paper [1] we have proved
that the restriction of a nontrivial representation of a simple algebraic group to a subsystem
subgroup with two simple components almost always has a composition factor that is nontrivial
for both components.
In what follows K is an algebraically closed ﬁeld, G = Ar(K) or Cr(K), !i (1  i  r) are
the fundamental weights of G, !(') is the highest weight of an irreducible representation ', and
' is the representation dual to '. If !(') =
Pr
i=1 ai!i, set s(') =
Pr
i=1 ai, put
(') = a1 + 2(a2 + : : :+ ar 1) + ar
for G = Ar(K) and
(') = a1 + 2(a2 + : : :+ ar)
for G = Cr(K), in both cases set t(') = (')   s('). A subgroup in G is called a subsystem
subgroup if it is generated by the root subgroups associated with all roots of a subsystem in the
root system. We write an irreducible representation  of a semisimple group H with two simple
components H1 and H2 in the form 1
2 where i is an irreducible representation of Hi, i = 1; 2.
Some of the results that will be discussed are stated below.
Theorem 1. Let 2  l  r   3 for G = Ar(K) and 2  l  r   2 for G = Cr(K), and let
' be an irreducible representation of G. Assume that H1 and H2  G are commuting subsystem
subgroups of types Al and Ar l 1, respectively, for G = Ar(K) and of types Cl and Cr l for
G = Cr(K). Set H = H1H2. If  =  1 
  2 is a composition factor of the restriction 'jH,
then s( 1) + s( 2)  ('). The representation 'jH has a composition factor  = 1 
 2 with
s(1) = s(') and s(2) = t(').
Theorem 2. In the assumptions of Theorem 1 if ' is nontrivial, then 'jH has a composition
factor  = 1 
 2 with s(1)  s(')  1 and s(2) > 0.
Now letK be a ﬁeld of positive characteristic p. The parameter s(') is important for describing
the behavior of unipotent elements in p-restricted irreducible representations, but for arbitrary
representations another parameter appears more useful. By the Steinberg tensor product theorem,
an irreducible representation ' of G is equivalent to a tensor product
Nj
i=0 'iFr
i where Fr is
the Frobenius morphism determined by raising the elements of K to the pth power and 'i are
p-restricted irreducible representations of G (all coeﬃcients of their highest weights are less than
p). Set s1(') =
Pj
i=0 s('i). One easily observes that s1(') is correctly determined. We call '
p-large if s1(')  p. For p > 2 it is proved in [2, Theorem 1.1] that for every unipotent element
x 2 G the degree of the minimal polynomial of '(x) is equal to the order of x if ' is p-large. Hence
for applications in the analysis of the behavior of unipotent elements in modular representations
it is worth to get an analog of Theorem 1 that for p-large representation ' would yield a factor 
with s(1) and s(2) close to the values from Theorem 1 and big s1(1). We have such result for
G = Ar(K) and a certain class of representations.
Theorem 3. Let G = Ar(K). In the assumptions of Theorem 1 let ' be a p-restricted
representation with highest weight
Pr
i=1 ai!i, s(')  p,
Pm
i=1 ai 6= 0, and
Pr
i=m+2 ai 6= 0. Then
'jH has a composition factor '1 
 '2, where 'i is an irreducible representation of Hi, i = 1; 2;
'1 is p-large, s('1) > s(') p; for t(')  p the representation '2 is p-large and s('2) > t(') p;
if t(') < p, the parameter s('2)  t(').
We shall also discuss how the analysis of restrictions of representations of classical algebraic
groups to subsystem subgroups with two simple components can be used for investigating the
behavior of unipotent elements in representations. In particular, we use this approach for ﬁnding
estimates for the number of certain Jordan blocks in the images of such elements in irreducible
representations (the blocks of the maximal possible size or the blocks whose order is equal to the
order of an element under consideration).
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